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OVERVIEW

Action of Senate Judiciary Committee

SB 209 was heard by the Senate Judiciary Committee on April 23. There was

little support for the bill in Committee. The Committee decided to make it a two-

year bill. Unless reconsideration is granted, the bill may not be heard again in the

Judiciary Committee until January 1998.

The bill was opposed by a broad coalition of consumer, environmental, public

employee, and labor groups — the Association of California State Attorneys and

Administrative Law Judges, California State Employees Association, Consumer

Attorneys of California, California Federation of Teachers, California Labor

Federation, Planning and Conservation League, California Academy of

Attorneys for Health Care Professionals, California Association of Professional

Scientists, Professional Engineers in California Government, Consumers Union,

California Affordable Housing Law Project, California State Pipe Trades Council,
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Center for Law in the Public Interest, California Firefighters, and California

Nurses Association.

The bill was supported by the Attorney General, California Judges

Association, Judicial Council, and Southern California Edison.

Opposition to the bill centered on three areas of concern:

(1) Its size, scope, and complexity. The bill analysis by committee staff was

nine single-spaced pages in length, and said the “proposal is so vast in its scope,

that there remain implications of its passage which this analyst was unable to

reach in this analysis.”

(2) Replacing traditional mandamus under Code of Civil Procedure Section

1085. The California Labor Federation told the Committee that Section 1085

protects employee rights, is in good shape, and should not be tampered with.

This appears to refer to Section 1085 challenges to state agency rulemaking. See

Exhibit p. 20.

(3) Substantial evidence review of state agency factfinding. There appeared to

be no support for this provision on the Senate Judiciary Committee.

Alternatives

The staff believes a substantial overhaul of the bill is necessary to have any

hope of passage. Alternatives include:

(1) Restrict the bill to judicial review of state and local agency adjudication.

Thus it would replace only the administrative mandamus statutes, Code Civ.

Proc. §§ 1094.5, 1095.6. The staff does not favor this alternative, since we believe

the major reform the bill would accomplish is to consolidate the various judicial

review procedures.

(2) Exempt pre-enforcement review of underground regulations from the bill,

and revisit that issue in the rulemaking study. (Post-enforcement review must

remain in the bill, because a licensee or other respondent must have the right to a

defensive challenge to the regulation on which the enforcement adjudication is

based.) This would eliminate many concerns of the Office of Administrative Law

and of opponents of the bill. We still must address OAL concerns about the effect

of many provisions on pre-enforcement review of duly adopted regulations. The

staff would do this in a separate memorandum for a future meeting.

(3) Delete from the bill the article on standards of review, leaving standards to

case law as at present. The staff does not favor this alternative. We have resolved

the concerns about the various review standards that have been raised in the
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past, with the exception of review of state agency factfinding in adjudicative

proceedings (see immediately below). A clear statutory statement of review

standards is helpful.

(4) Eliminate substantial evidence review of state agency factfinding in

adjudicative proceedings, and restore existing law on that issue — independent

judgment review “in cases in which the court is authorized by law to exercise its

independent judgment on the evidence”. As currently construed by the courts

that means the standard is independent judgment if a fundamental vested right

is involved, otherwise substantial evidence. The Attorney General will

undoubtedly renew his opposition to the bill with the independent judgment

standard preserved.

(5) Ask Senator Kopp to request the Senate Rules Committee to assign the

general subject of judicial review, including a revised version of SB 209, to the

Senate Judiciary Committee for interim study. This would allow us to get some

policy direction from the Committee.

The staff recommends amending the bill as suggested in alternatives 2 and

3, and making the additional revisions suggested below. We should also

consider asking that the amended bill be referred to interim study as suggested

in alternative 5, although the value of that procedure limited now that we have

flushed out the opposition and have a reading from the Committee on the main

point of opposition.

COMMENTS ON SPECIFIC SECTIONS

The attached communications concern sections discussed below. At the

meeting, the staff plans to discuss only material below preceded by a bullet [•].

The staff will confirm with the concerned parties that any proposed language

adequately addresses the concern, before amending the bill.

§ 1123.120. Finality
§ 1123.140. Exception to finality requirement

It may be better drafting to consolidate Sections 1123.120 (finality) and

1123.140 (exceptions to finality). Formerly Section 1123.140 had exceptions both

to the finality requirement of Section 1123.120 and to the ripeness requirement of

Section 1123.130. But the Commission deleted the ripeness requirement from

Section 1123.130, so now Section 1123.140 qualifies only Section 1123.120 and not

1123.130. Sections 1123.120 and 1123.140 may be consolidated as follows:
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1123.120. A (a) Except as provided in subdivision (b), a person
may not obtain judicial review of agency action unless the agency
action is final.

(b) A person may obtain judicial review of agency action that is
not final if all of the following conditions are satisfied:

(1) It appears likely that the person will be able to obtain judicial
review of the agency action when it becomes final.

(2) The issue is fit for immediate judicial review.
(3) Postponement of judicial review would result in an

inadequate remedy or irreparable harm disproportionate to the
public benefit derived from postponement.

1123.140. Notwithstanding Section 1123.120 and subject to
1123.130, a person may obtain judicial review of agency action that
is not final if all of the following conditions are satisfied:

(a) It appears likely that the person will be able to obtain judicial
review of the agency action when it becomes final.

(b) The issue is fit for immediate judicial review.
(c) Postponement of judicial review would result in an

inadequate remedy or irreparable harm disproportionate to the
public benefit derived from postponement.

§ 1123.130. Agency may not be prohibited from adopting a rule

• Section 1123.130 prevents a court from enjoining or prohibiting an agency

from adopting a rule. Mr. Rankin of California Labor Federation, AFL-CIO

objects to this, saying it “reverses decades of case law and is burdensome and

unnecessary.”

• This provision was suggested by the Department of Industrial Relations

(First Supplement to Memorandum 96-4). DIR was concerned that the exceptions

in Section 1123.140 to finality and ripeness might create a problematic loophole

for rulemaking, allowing judicial review of a proposed regulation before it had

gone through the adoption process.

• The Comment cites State Water Resources Control Bd. v. Office of Admin.

Law, 12 Cal. App. 4th 697, 707-08, 16 Cal. Rptr. 2d 25, 31-32 (1993). But this

appears to be a ripeness case, and did not say that in no case may an agency be

enjoined from adopting a rule. The case said the ripeness doctrine

is to prevent the courts, through avoidance of premature
adjudication, from entangling themselves in abstract disagreements
over administrative policies, and also to protect the agencies from
judicial interference until an administrative decision has been
formalized and its effects felt in a concrete way.
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• The Commission decided to delete the statutory provision on ripeness from

the bill, and to rely instead on case law. Case law includes the State Water

Resources case. Section 1123.130 appears to go beyond case law, and should be

deleted:

1123.130. Notwithstanding any other provision of law, a court
may not enjoin or otherwise prohibit an agency from adopting a
rule.

• The staff would cite the State Water Resources case in the Comment to

Section 1123.110, where the ripeness doctrine is mentioned.

§ 1123.160. Condition of relief

• Section 1123.160(b) says the court may grant relief “from procedural error

only if the error was prejudicial.” Ms. Sutherland of California Nurses

Association objects to this in the context of judicial review of rulemaking as

“contrary to public policy.” Office of Administrative Law shares Ms.

Sutherland’s concern.

This provision was added at the suggestion of the local agency working

group. It is drawn from the Planning and Zoning Law (Gov’t Code § 65010), and

appears to reflect existing law. E.g., Neto v. Conselho Amor da Sociedade No. 41,

18 Cal. App. 234, 239, 122 Pac. 973 (1912) (writ of mandate “is not issued on mere

technical grounds,” but is to “prevent substantial injury”); California

Administrative Mandamus § 4.119, at 170 (Cal. Cont. Ed. Bar, 2d ed. 1989) (court

should take evidence if error “prejudicial to the petitioner” is not shown in the

record).

The harmless error rule is consistent with other well-established rules of

existing law codified in the draft statute: The burden of showing invalidity of

agency action or entitlement to relief is on the party asserting it. Section 1123.470.

This is a specific application of the presumption that official duty has been

legally performed. Evid. Code § 664; California Administrative Mandamus,

supra, § 4.157, at 203. And no one will have standing to challenge agency action

unless someone suffered harm (private interest standing) or an important right

affecting the public interest is affected (public interest standing). Sections

1123.220, 1123.230.

In any event, removal of pre-enforcement underground regulations from the

scope of the judicial review statute should largely eliminate the concern
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expressed. We would deal with the harmless error issue as it relates to

underground regulations in the context of that study.

§ 1123.230. Public interest standing
§ 1123.310. Exhaustion required
§ 1123.340. Exceptions to exhaustion of administrative remedies

There were objections to each of these sections that relate to exhaustion of

remedies — to what extent should a person be required to serve a demand on an

agency before judicial review is available, should the exhaustion requirement

apply if there are no prescribed administrative procedures, can a regulation be

attacked in court as facially invalid without first resorting to administrative

challenges? These concerns are interrelated. The staff will prepare material

dealing with them for a future meeting.

§ 1123.450. Review of agency exercise of discretion

Mr. Livingston wants to delete from the Comment the sentence that says,

“Often, the determination of such [i.e., legislative] facts requires specialized

expertise and the fact findings involve guesswork or prophecy.” He says it is

never appropriate for an agency to engage in guesswork or prophecy which

implies the absence of evidence and responsible projection. The staff has no

objection:

. . . . Legislative facts are general in nature and are necessary for
making law or policy (as opposed to adjudicative facts which are
specific to the conduct of particular parties). Legislative facts are
often scientific, technical, or economic in nature. Often, the
determination of such facts requires specialized expertise and the
factfindings involve guesswork or prophecy. A reviewing court
must be appropriately deferential to agency findings of legislative
fact and should not demand that such facts be proved with
certainty. Nevertheless, a court can still legitimately review the
rationality of legislative factfinding in light of the evidence in the
whole record.

§ 1123.460. Review of agency procedure

Section 1123.460 provides independent judgment review of an agency’s

determination of whether it “has engaged in an unlawful procedure or

decisionmaking process, or has failed to follow prescribed procedure.” Mr.

Pingel and Mr. Casey of Consumer Attorneys of California say the section should

apply to “unfair” as well as “unlawful” procedure.
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The quoted language in Section 1123.460 comes from the Model State

Administrative Procedure Act. The Comment notes that the section continues

part of the administrative mandamus statute, which says the court’s inquiry

includes whether the agency “has proceeded without, or in excess of jurisdiction;

whether there was a fair trial; and whether there was any prejudicial abuse of

discretion. Abuse of discretion is established if the respondent has not proceeded

in the manner required by law . . . .” Code Civ. Proc. § 1094.5(b).

Whether agency procedures are “fair” may be determined under common

law or constitutional due process principles, which are generally coextensive.

California Administrative Mandamus, supra, § 3.18, at 88-89. The common law

right of fair procedure includes adequate notice and a reasonable opportunity to

respond. Ezekial v. Winkley, 20 Cal. 3d 267, 272, 572 P.2d 32, 142 Cal. Rptr. 418

(1977). Thus Mr. Pingel’s suggestion is merely to codify existing law.

Accordingly, the staff recommends revising Section 1123.460 as follows:

1123.460. The standard for judicial review of the following
issues is the independent judgment of the court, giving appropriate
deference to the agency’s determination of its procedures:

(a) Whether the agency has engaged in an unlawful or unfair
procedure or decisionmaking process, or has failed to follow
prescribed procedure.

(b) Whether the persons taking the agency action were
improperly constituted as a decisionmaking body or subject to
disqualification.

• Mr. Livingston has the same concern Office of Administrative Law has

expressed that Section 1123.460 may require the court to give deference to an

agency’s determination of whether it has complied with the rulemaking portion

of the APA, thus overruling Grier v. Kizer, 219 Cal. App. 3d 422, 434, 268 Cal.

Rptr. 244 (1990) (deference to interpretation of APA by OAL, no deference to

interpretation of APA by Department of Health Services). Grier is cited in the

Comment to Section 1123.420, but it may be desirable also to add the following to

the Comment to Section 1123.460:

Section 1123.460 does not address the relative deference to be
given to a conflicting interpretation of an agency and of the Office
of Administrative Law whether in adopting a regulation the agency
has complied with the rulemaking portion of the Administrative
Procedure Act. See, e.g., Grier v. Kizer, 219 Cal. App. 3d 422, 434,
268 Cal. Rptr. 244 (1990). Cf. Tidewater Marine Western, Inc. v.
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Bradshaw, 14 Cal. 4th 557, 927 P.2d 310, 59 Cal. Rptr. 2d 186, 198
(1996).

§ 1123.630. Time for filing petition for review in adjudication of agency other
than local agency and formal adjudication of local agency

§ 1123.640. Time for filing petition for review in other adjudicative
proceedings

• The draft statute continues and generalizes a provision in existing law

requiring a local agency in an adjudicative proceeding to give notice to parties

“that the time within which judicial review must be sought is governed by this

section.” Code Civ. Proc. § 1094.6(f).

• Local agency notice (§ 1123.640). The draft statute requires a more

informative notice than existing law. For state agency adjudication, the notice

must specify the last calendar date for judicial review. For local agency

adjudication, the notice does not specify the date, but rather says the last day for

review “may be as early as 90 days after the decision is announced, or in the case

of a decision pursuant to environmental law, as early as 30 days after the time

begins to run.” California School Employees Ass’n wants the local agency notice

to specify the date of the last day for review, the same as the state agency

provision. This may be done by revising Section 1123.640(d) as follows:

(d) In addition to any notice of agency action required by
statute, in an adjudicative proceeding described in subdivision (a),
the agency shall in the decision or otherwise give notice to the
parties in substantially the following form: “The last day to file a
petition with a court for review of the decision may be as early as
90 days after the decision is announced, or in the case of a decision
pursuant to environmental law, as early as 30 days after the time
begins to run is [date] unless the time is extended as provided by
law.”

Comment. . . . Section 1123.640 does not override special
limitations periods applicable to particular proceedings, such as for
cancellation by a city or county of a contract limiting use of
agricultural land under the Williamson Act (180 days, Gov’t Code §
51286), decision of a local legislative body adopting or amending a
general or specific plan, zoning ordinance, regulation attached to a
specific plan, or development agreement (90 days, Gov’t Code §
65009), or a cease and desist order of the San Francisco Bay
Conservation and Development Commission and complaint by
BCDC for administrative civil liability (30 days, Gov’t Code §§
66639, 66641.7). See Section 1121.110 (conflicting or inconsistent
statute controls). Section 1123.640 does not apply to proceedings
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under the California Environmental Quality Act. Pub. Res. Code §
21168(b).

• State agency notice (§ 1123.630). The qualification in the state agency

notice, “unless another statute provides a longer period,” appears superfluous.

Variant state agency limitations periods are provided for review of an

administratively-issued withholding order for taxes (90 days, Code Civ. Proc.

§ 706.075), notice of deficiency of an assessment due from a producer under a

commodity marketing program (30 days after notice, Food & Agric. Code

§§ 59234.5, 60016), State Personnel Board (Gov’t Code § 19630), Department of

Personnel Administration (90 days, Gov’t Code § 19815.8), Unemployment

Insurance Appeals Board (6 months, Unemp. Ins. Code § 410, or 90 days, id.

§ 1243), certain driver’s license orders (90 days, Veh. Code § 14401(a)), or welfare

decisions of the Department of Social Services (one year, Welf. & Inst. Code

§ 10962). The state agency giving the notice should know from the nature of the

proceeding if one of these longer limitation periods applies. Thus, Section

1123.630(e) should be revised as follows:

(e) In addition to any notice of agency action required by
statute, in an adjudicative proceeding described in subdivision (a),
the agency shall in the decision or otherwise give notice to the
parties in substantially the following form: “The last day to file a
petition with a court for review of the decision is [date] unless
another statute provides a longer period or the time is extended as
provided by law.”

California Environmental Quality Act. CEQA limitations periods do not

affect the notice, because SB 209 amends Public Resources Code Section 21168 to

say the limitation periods of the draft statute do not apply to judicial review of

CEQA proceedings.

Claims periods under California Tort Claims Act. Mr. Pingel and Mr. Casey

are concerned about how the short limitations period of the draft statute interacts

with the longer limitations period of the Tort Claims Act, when applicable. The

draft statute preserves existing law in this respect. See discussion below under

Section 1123.730.
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§ 1123.710. Applicability of rules of practice for civil actions

Mr. Low of California School Employees Ass’n says Section 1123.710

eliminates the right to discovery, most crucial where there has been no

administrative hearing. The section does not do that. It permits discovery of

matters “reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of evidence admissible

under Section 1123.850.” Section 1123.850 generally permits extra-record

evidence only if it could not in the exercise of reasonable diligence have been

produced in the agency proceedings. But Section 1123.850 has an important

exception allowing extra-record evidence if no hearing was held by the agency.

The staff believes this is satisfactory.

§ 1123.730. Type of relief

Section 1123.730(b) says:

(b) The court may award damages or compensation, subject to
any of the following that are applicable:

(1) Division 3.6 (commencing with Section 810) of the
Government Code.

(2) The procedure for a claim against a local agency prescribed
in a charter, ordinance, or regulation adopted pursuant to Section
935 of the Government Code.

(3) Other express statute.

Mr. Pingel would strike everything after “compensation” in the first line. He

says paragraphs (1)-(3) of subdivision (b) create the possibility of a conflict

between the short limitations period of the draft statute and the longer time

limits of the California Tort Claims Act. Under existing law, the normal way to

deal with this problem “is to file the petition for administrative mandamus

within the statute of limitations period, allege the pending claim, and then

amend the petition when the claim is rejected to allege that fact.” California

Administrative Mandamus, supra, § 1.13, at 13. This seems satisfactory. The staff

would refer to this practice by adding the following to the Comment to

Sections 1123.630 and 1123.640:

If the petition for review includes a claim for damages subject to
the claims requirements of the California Tort Claims Act (see
Section 1123.730(b) and Comment), a petition for review alleging
the pending claim should be filed within the time provided in this
section, and later amended when the claim is rejected to allege that
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fact. This continues existing practice. Cf. California Administrative
Mandamus § 1.13, at 13 (Cal. Cont. Ed. Bar, 2d ed. 1989).

Section 1123.730(d) says the “court may award attorney’s fees or witness fees

only to the extent expressly authorized by statute.” This provision comes from

Model State Administrative Procedure Act Section 5-117(c) (court may award

fees expressly authorized by “other law”). Mr. Casey objects, saying it would

prohibit attorneys’ fees under the equitable theory of Serrano v. Priest, 20 Cal. 3d

25, 35, 569 P.2d 1303, 141 Cal. Rptr. 315, 318 (1977). See generally California

Attorney Fee Awards § 7.4 (Cal. Cont. Ed. Bar, Sept. 1996). Serrano was not a

mandamus case. It was a class action for declaratory and injunctive relief under

the equal protection clause of the U. S. Constitution and the parallel provision of

the California Constitution. The draft statute cannot constitutionally apply to

such an action. But there may be non-constitutional applications of equitable

attorneys’ fees, and these may occasionally apply in mandamus cases. See

California Attorney Fee Awards, supra, § 7.8. This may be a defect in Section

1123.730. The staff needs to do more research, and will either supplement this

memorandum or will include it in a memorandum for a future meeting.

Respectfully submitted,

Robert J. Murphy
Staff Counsel
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